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CAUSE NO. C-1998-18-C 

 

CARLOS DIEGO FERREIRA  §      IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 

NEVES     §   

 Plaintiff,    §         HIDALGO COUNTY, TEXAS 

      §  

VS.      §            139th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

       §   

ZINPRO CORPORATION,  § 

IMPACT LABS, INC., D/B/A  §    

360CUT, and VITAMIN SHACK  § 

& SHAKES, LLC.    § 

 Defendants.    §   

        

         

PLAINTIFF’S FIRST AMENDED PETITION 

 

TO THIS HONORABLE COURT:  

NOW COMES, CARLOS DIEGO FERREIRA NEVES and files this First Amended 

Petition against the above-listed Defendants, and respectfully shows this Honorable Court the 

following: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Carlos Diego Ferreira, a professional mixed martial arts fighter in the Ultimate 

Fighting Championships brings this action against Defendants for spiking 360Lean, 

a “dietary nutritional supplement” with ostarine while also misleadingly adding a 

prohibited substance known as 7-Keto® DHEA, causing Plaintiff to suffer severe 

injuries after being banned from the UFC. 

I. DISCOVERY CONTROL PLAN 

Plaintiff intends to conduct discovery under Level 2. 

II. PARTIES 

Carlos Diego Ferreira Neves is an individual and is the Plaintiff in this case who resides in 

Hidalgo County, Texas.   

Defendant, Impact Labs, Inc., does business as 360Cut and is a foreign for profit 

corporation doing business in Texas that does not keep a registered agent in this state.  As such, 

this defendant can be served with process by serving the Texas Secretary of State with process at 
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James E. Rudder Building 1019 Brazos, Room 105 Austin, Texas 78701, with process to be served 

on Impact Labs’ chief executive, Michael D. Anderson, located at 10400 Viking Drive, Suite 240 

Eden Prairie, MN 55344 –7265.   

Defendant, Zinpro Corporation is a foreign corporation doing business in Texas.  

Defendant may be served through its registered agent: Erik J Swenson at 2007 S. East FM 2123 

Paradise, TX 76073. 

Defendant, Vitamin Shack & Shakes, LLC., is a domestic limited liability company doing 

business in Texas with its principal place of business in the state of Texas.  Defendant can be 

served via its registered agent in Texas, Luis Palacios Jr., at 1101 N Cage Blvd. Pharr, TX 78577. 

III. VENUE AND JURISDICTION 

At least one of the Defendants is headquartered in Hidalgo, County, and all or a significant 

portion of the events giving rise to Plaintiff’s claims arose in Hidalgo County.  Venue is therefore 

proper in Hidalgo County.  Moreover, although Plaintiff seeks damages in excess of $75,000.00, 

exclusive of interest and costs, federal courts lack subject matter over this action because there is 

no federal question and also because there is incomplete diversity of citizenship due to the presence 

of a plaintiff and a defendant who are both residents and citizens of Texas.  Thus, removal would 

be improper.  Finally, no party is asserting any claims arising under the Constitution, treaties, or 

laws of the United States. 

IV. MISNOMER/ALTER EGO  

Plaintiff contends that if any parties are misnamed or not included herein, that such is a 

“misidentification,” “misnomer,” and/or such parties are or were “alter egos” of parties named 

herein.  Alternatively, Plaintiff contents that any “corporate veils” should be pierced to hold such 

parties properly included in the interest of justice.  

V. FACTS 

a. Background Facts and Pharmacology of Ostarine  
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Ostarine is what is known as a Selective Androgen Receptor Modulators (SARMs), which 

are a class of therapeutic compounds that have similar properties to anabolic agents, such as 

anabolic steroids but with reduced androgenic properties.1  

Ostarine is the trademarked name and drug for a Selective Androgen Receptor Modulator 

(SARM) that is not approved for human use or consumption in the U.S., or in any other country.   

Since selective androgenic modulator products, such as ostarine are unapproved new drugs 

and classified as a prescription drug because of toxicity and their potentiality for harmful effects; 

thus, drugs such as ostarine must only be used under the supervision of a practitioner licensed by 

law to administer them as the side effects have not been fully characterized. 2 

Consequently, the subject supplement in question, 360Lean is an illegal prescription drug 

as it contains the selective androgen receptor modulator, ostarine, and presents significant potential 

safety risks to consumers who take such a drug without the supervision of a practitioner licensed 

by law to administer such drugs. 

b. Background Facts and Pharmacology of 7-Keto® DHEA  

7-Ketodehydroepiandrosterone (7-Keto® DHEA), is a steroid that is produced by the 

metabolism of the prohormone dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA). 3 7-Keto® DHEA is marketed 

as a dietary supplement with the implication that it may accelerate weight loss, increase 

metabolism, and enhance memory.   

The IUPAC name for 7-Keto® DHEA is (3β)-3-Hydroxyandrost-5-ene-7,17-dione.  

Nevertheless, 7-Keto® DHEA is also routinely marketed and sold under other various consumer 

chemical names, including: 7-Oxodehydroepiandrosterone (7-oxo-DHEA), 7-Ketoprasterone, 7-

Oxoprasterone,  3β-Hydroxyandrost-5-ene-7,17-dione, Androst-5-en-3β-ol-7,17-dione.  7-Keto® 

DHEA when in the acetate ester form is marketed and sold under various consumer chemical 

names, including: 3β-Acetoxyandrost-5-ene-7,17-dione, 7-Oxo-dehydroepiandrosterone acetate 

(7-oxo-DHEA acetate), 3-Acetyl-7-oxo-dehydroepiandrosterone (3-acetyl-7-oxo-DHEA), DHEA 

acetate-7-one, Δ5-Androstene-3β-acetoxy-7,17-dione.   

7-Keto® (3-β-Acetoxyandrost-5-ene-7,17-dione) is a patented metabolite of DHEA 

Acetate (Dehydroepiandrosterone Acetate) that is intended for use as a dietary supplement (U.S. 

                                                 
1 https://www.usada.org/selective-androgen-receptor-modulators-sarms-prohibited-class-anabolic-agencts/ 
2 https://www.usada.org/substance-profile-ostarine/ 
3 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21051179 
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Patent 7,199,116).  According to the patent holder of 7-Keto®, Interhealth Nutraceuticals 

Incorporated, common synonyms for 7-Keto® include: 3-Acetyl-7-oxo-DHEA; 7-oxo-DHEA-3β-

Acetate; 7-oxo dehydroepiandrosterone-3β-Acetate; 3-Acetyl-7-oxo-dehydroepiandrosterone, and 

7-Keto-DHEA Acetate.  

The supplement, 360Lean, bearing lot number 9004637 lists only 7-Keto® in 8 point bold 

text with a 4 point leading.  Underneath the bolded 7-Keto® in an un-bolded, 8 point font with a 

4 point lead, reads the chemical name in the acetate form, ‘7-Oxo-dehydroepiandrosterone-3β-

acetate’.   

Rather than listing 7-Keto® DHEA in its entirety on the supplement 360Lean, Defendants, 

Zinpro Corporation and Impact Labs, listed only the brand name ‘7-Keto®’ in 8 point bold text 

with a 4 point leading.  Defendants failed to identify and add the hormone name ‘DHEA’ in bold 

text subsequent to the brand name ‘7-Keto®’ to indicate and express to an ordinary consumer that 

the supplement, 360Lean, contained the hormone DHEA.  Exhibit A.  

     EXHIBIT A 
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But, nevertheless, Defendants later identify and add the hormone name ‘DHEA’ in bold 

text subsequent to the brand name ‘7-Keto®’ to indicate and express to an ordinary consumer that 

the supplement, 360Lean, contained the hormone DHEA, after their failed production of lot 

number 9004637.  Exhibit B.  

EXHIBIT B 

 

 

Representing that the supplement contained, 7-Keto®, without indicating the product 

contained a hormone was wholly deceptive, misleading, and fraudulent.  

c. 7-Keto® DHEA and Ostarine are Banned USADA Substances   

According to the World Anti-Doping Agency, which is a foundation started by the 

International Olympic Committee to promote, coordinate, and monitor the fight against drugs in 

sports, 7-Keto® DHEA and ostarine are prohibited at all times under the S1 Anabolic Agent 

category of the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) Prohibited List. 

Accordingly, on February 24, 2017, 360Lean was placed on the United States Anti-Doping 

Agency (USADA) High Risk List after the testing of Lot Number 9004637 revealed the presence 

of 7-Keto® DHEA and ostarine.  
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d. Background Facts of Defendants Zinpro Corporation and Impact Labs  

Defendants, Zinpro and Impact Labs developed, manufactured, marketed, distributed, and 

sold the subject supplement in question 360Lean that contains ostarine and deceptively contains 

7-Keto® DHEA in the state of Texas. 

For many years, Defendants, Zinpro and Impact Labs have been both knowingly exposing 

users to ostarine and heavy metals without providing a warning and also deceptively misleading 

consumers that the supplement does not contain 7-Keto® DHEA.  Prior to the filing of this petition 

Defendants, Zinpro and Impact Labs have at all time been aware of the misleading and 

misbranding of the subject supplement in question, 360Lean.   

Defendants, Zinpro and Impact Labs have failed to provide consumers of the subject 

supplement in question, 360Lean, with a clear and reasonable warning that they have been exposed 

and ingesting ostarine, an unapproved drug.   

Defendants, Zinpro and Impact Labs have failed to provide consumers of the subject 

supplement in question, 360Lean, with clear notice that the supplement contains 7-Keto® DHEA.  

Defendants, Zinpro and Impact Labs have failed to provide consumers of the subject 

supplement in question, 360Lean, with clear notice that their supplements contain heavy metals.  

e. Plaintiff Discovers 360Lean Contains the Unapproved Drug, Ostarine, and the 

Banned Substance 7-Keto® DHEA 

On or around January 16, 2016, Carlos Diego Ferreira, Plaintiff, came into possession of 

360Lean from the Vitamin Shack & Shakes in Pharr, Texas. 

On or around January 16, 2016, Plaintiff started to take 360Lean for several months after 

sales representatives of Defendant Impact Labs and Defendant Zinpro Corporation communicated 

to the Plaintiff that the ingredients used in 360Lean contained “no prohibited” USADA substances, 

that they were “top of the line”, and that they were “safe to use” when in fact the products of 

Defendant Impact Labs and Defendant Zinpro Corporation contained heavy metals and ostarine. 

On or around September 13, 2016, a sealed unopened bottle of 360Lean was sent to a 

WADA accredited laboratory where Plaintiff discovered that he had unknowingly and through no 

fault of his own ingested ostarine from the product 360Lean.  
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On or around November 23, 2016, USADA formally charged Plaintiff with an anti-doping 

policy violation for the presence of a prohibited substance, ostarine, and for using a banned 

performance enhancing drug, 7-Keto DHEA. 

On or around December 16, 2016, Carlos Diego Ferreira, was injured when he was banned 

from professional fighting and from participating in any capacity, in any bout or activity authorized 

or organized by the UFC, any athletic commission(s), or any clubs, member associations or 

affiliated of signatories to the World Anti-Doping Code - this ultimately forced Plaintiff to forfeit 

title, ranking, purse, and other compensation. 

Because the sale representatives of the Defendants communicated to the Plaintiff that 7-

Keto was not really 7-Keto® DHEA and that the supplement was safe and not a banned substance 

the Plaintiff suffered injuries.  

Based upon the false and misleading advertising that touted the product contained only ‘7-

Keto®’ and not 7-Keto® DHEA, in conjunction with the representations made by employees of 

Defendants, Plaintiff relied on the representations and statements to his detriment.  

Based upon, 360Lean failing to disclose that it contained ostarine on the supplement 

ingredient panel of the product, the Plaintiff suffered injuries and is at risk of suffering future 

injuries as a result of ingesting a contaminated product.  

VI. CAUSES OF ACTION 

A. BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTY (Defendants Zinpro Corporation, Impact 

Labs) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Defendants are merchants and sellers with respect to the supplement in question, 360Lean.  

In order to induce the purchase and/or use of the supplement in question, 360Lean, 

Defendants expressly warranted to potential users of the supplement in question, 360Lean that 

360Lean was safely tested and manufactured and was safe for the uses for which it was designed 

and/or advertised to be used.  

Defendants breached said warranty in that the supplement in question, 360Lean, was not 

safe to be used for the purposes for which it was manufactured and/or advertised. 
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Plaintiff was injured because of his detrimental reliance upon Defendants’ express 

warranties. 

As a direct and proximate result of one or more of the foregoing breaches of express 

warranty, Plaintiff suffered the injuries and damages described herein. 

B. BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES (Defendants Zinpro Corporation, Impact 

Labs, Vitamin Shack and Shakes) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

At all times relevant to the petition, Defendants were merchants in the business of 

supplying goods, namely nutritional supplements.  

The subject supplement in question, 360Lean, was a good and/or product sold for consumer 

usage. 

Defendants breached the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 

purpose in that the subject supplement in question, 360Lean, was not fit for ordinary use or for the 

intended use for which it was purchased. 

These breaches of implied warranty were a producing and proximate cause of the injuries 

and the damages that the Plaintiff sustained.  

C. FRAUD (Defendants Zinpro Corporation and Impact Labs) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Defendants made false, material representations to Plaintiff regarding the weight loss 

product that was spiked with the ostarine and misleading as to the presence of 7-Keto® DHEA. 

The representations of the ingredients made by Defendants were false and/or made 

recklessly, as positive assertions without knowledge of its truth. 

Plaintiff relied on the representation of Defendants regarding the absence of the SARM, 

ostarine, and 7-Keto® DHEA, which ultimately resulted in Plaintiff incurring damages.  

D. DTPA (Defendants Zinpro Corporation, Impact Labs, Vitamin Shack and Shakes) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 
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Plaintiff would show Defendants engaged in certain false, misleading and deceptive acts, 

practices and/or omissions actionable under the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices - Consumer 

Protection Act, hereinafter “DTPA”, (Texas Business and Commerce Code, Chapter 17.41, et 

seq.), as alleged herein below. 

Defendants engaged in an "unconscionable action or course of action" to the detriment of 

Plaintiff as that term is defined by Section 17.45(5) of the Texas Business and Commerce Code, 

by taking advantage of the lack of knowledge, ability, experience, or capacity of Plaintiff and other 

consumers to a grossly unfair degree. 

Defendants violated Section 17.46(b) of the Texas Business and Commerce Code, in that 

Defendants: 

a) advertised goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised; 

b) represented that an agreement confers or involves rights, remedies, or obligations which it 

does not have or involve, or which are prohibited by law; 

c) represented that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality or grade or that goods 

are of a particular style or model, if they are of another; 

d) represented that work or services have been performed on, or parts replaced in, goods when 

the work or services were not performed or the parts replaced; and 

e) failed to disclose information concerning goods or services which was known at the time 

of the transaction with the intention to induce the consumer into a transaction into which 

the consumer would not have entered had the information been disclosed. 

Plaintiff would show that the acts, practices and/or omissions of Defendants complained 

of were the producing cause of Plaintiff’s damages. 

Plaintiff would further show the acts, practices and/or omissions complained of under 

Section 17.46(b) of the Texas Business and Commerce Code were relied upon by Plaintiff to his 

detriment.   

E. STRICT LIABLITY IN TORT FOR PRODUCTS LIABILTY (Defendants Zinpro 

Corporation, Impact Labs, and Vitamin Shack and Shakes) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 
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The supplement in question, 360Lean, was originally designed, manufactured, sold and 

placed into the stream of commerce by the Defendants.  

At the time of the sale of the supplement in question, 360Lean, Defendants were in the 

business of designing, manufacturing and selling nutritional supplements such as the supplement 

in question, 360Lean.  

At the time the supplement in question was designed, manufactured, sold and placed into 

the stream of commerce by Defendants, the same was defective and unreasonably dangerous in its 

design, marketing and manufacture. 

These defective and unreasonably dangerous conditions were a producing cause of the 

injuries and damages that made the basis of this suit, that the Plaintiff suffered.  

The subject supplement in question, 360Lean, was in the same defective condition at the 

time of the accident as it was when it left the hands of Defendants. 

The subject supplement in question, 360Lean was expected to and in fact reached the user 

or consumer without substantial change in the condition in which it was sold. 

Technologically and economically feasible safer alternative designs existed that would 

have prevented or significantly reduced the risk of injury without substantially impairing the utility 

of the product. 

Applicable safety standards issued by the safety agencies and groups, if any, were 

inadequate to protect the public from unreasonable risks of injury or damage and Defendants 

withheld or misrepresented information or material relevant to the determination of adequacy of 

the safety standards or regulations set at issue in this action. 

F. NEGLIGENCE (Defendants Zinpro Corporation, Impact Labs, and Vitamin Shack 

and Shakes) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Defendants committed unreasonable acts of omission and commission that, collectively 

and severally, constitute negligence.  Such negligence was a producing and proximate cause of the 

injuries and the damages the Plaintiff sustained. 

Among other acts of negligence, Defendants were negligent in: 

a. failing to adequately design the subject supplement in question, 360Lean; 
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b. failing to adequately test the subject supplement in question, 360Lean; 

c. failing to manufacture the subject supplement in question, 360Lean to its specification;  

d. failing to institute, execute and maintain adequate quality control and quality assurance 

processes and procedures;  

e. manufacturing the subject supplement in question, 360Lean with contaminants in its 

components and ingredients;  

f. failing to inspect the subject supplement in question, 360Lean for latent defects in its 

manufacture;  

g. failing to incorporate safety features in the production of the dietary supplement in 

question and manufacturing devices or testing that can reduce or eliminate the propensity 

to suffer adulterations and contaminants;   

h. failing to provide adequate warnings and instructions for the safe use of the product; 

i. failing to assure that the supplement in question, 360Lean held the quality in 

conformance with Good Manufacturing Practice regulations and standards; 

j. failing to prevent and/or inspect for contaminants such as ostarine; 

k. using imported ingredients that were not tested prior to use in the manufacturing process 

that included ostarine; 

l. using other materials that compromised the supplement in question, 360Lean; 

m. other acts and/or omissions constituting negligence; 

n. causing or permitting ostarine to be used in the supplement in question, 360Lean; 

o. failing to maintain a safe manufacturing process and/or facility; 

p. failing to exercise reasonable and prudent care in the operations which were occurring 

at the manufacturing facility;  

q. Failing to implement, follow, and enforce proper operations and safety procedures. 

Defendants’ negligence was a producing and proximate cause of the injuries and the 

damages the Plaintiff sustained.  

G. GROSS NEGLIGENCE (Defendants Zinpro Corporation and Impact Labs) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 
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Defendants acted with malice.  Defendants’ actions were knowing, reckless, and/or 

malicious, and when viewed objectively from these Defendants’ standpoint, involve an 

extreme degree of risk considering the probability and magnitude of potential harm to others.   

These Defendants had subjective awareness of the risk involved, but nevertheless 

proceeded in conscious indifference to the rights, safety and/or welfare of others.  Therefore, 

Plaintiff seeks punitive damages against the Defendants. 

H. NEGLIGENCE PER SE(Defendants Zinpro Corporation and Impact Labs, and 

Vitamin Shack and Shakes) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein, and further allege that upon information and belief, Defendants’ acts and 

omissions was negligence per se as a result of breaching duties imposed by statutes.  These 

breaches caused the Plaintiff’s damages.  Specifically, there was a breach of duties imposed by 

statutes and state law, including but not limited to, the following:  

1. Texas Penal Code § 32.42: Forbids a business in selling or advertising adulterated 

products, and from making a materially false or misleading statement concerning the 

advertisement and sale of such products.  

2. Texas Penal Code § 71.02: Forbids a person or business in the unlawful manufacture, 

delivery, dispensation, or distribution of a controlled substance, dangerous drug, or 

unlawful possession of a controlled substance or dangerous drug through fraud, 

misrepresentation, or deception and in causing the unlawful delivery, dispensation, or 

distribution of a dangerous drug.  

Defendants’ actions fall squarely within the statutory definition set forth above.  Plaintiff 

is within the class intended to be protected by these statutes and the statutes are ones for which tort 

liability may be imposed.  The breach of the statutory duties was the proximate cause of Plaintiff’s 

damages.  

I. INADEQUATE STANDARDS (Defendants Zinpro Corporation, Impact Labs, and 

Vitamin Shack Shakes) 
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Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Applicable safety standards issued by the state of Texas or any other agency or group, if 

any, were inadequate to protect the public from unreasonable risks of injury or damage and 

Defendants have withheld or misrepresented information material relevant to the independent 

agencies in the determination of adequacy of the safety standards or regulations set at issue in this 

action.  

J. BATTERY (Defendants Zinpro Corporation and Impact Labs) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

By Defendants’ actions as described above, Defendants’ without justification, intentionally 

inflicted personal injury and unjustified contact upon Plaintiff without his consent by spiking the 

supplement in question, 360Lean with ostarine.  

By Defendants’ intentional actions as described above, both Defendants caused injury to 

Plaintiff.  

Accordingly, Defendants are liable to Plaintiff for damages as described in this petition.  

K. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS (Defendants Zinpro 

Corporation and Impact Labs, and Vitamin Shack and Shakes) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Both Defendants intentionally and willfully failed to disclose or warn of the inherent risks 

and defects of 360Lean, while knowingly concealing and misrepresenting the risks of severe side 

effects, quality, safety and efficacy of the nutritional supplement.  

The willful conduct of both Defendants caused Plaintiff to suffer severe emotional distress. 

The willful conduct of both Defendants in the omission and concealment of design, 

manufacturing and safety defects in order to induce ingestion of the nutritional supplement 

containing ostarine, caused Plaintiff severe emotional distress. 
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As a direct result of Defendants’ careless and negligent conduct, Plaintiff has suffered and 

will continue to suffer injury and harm. 

L. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS (Defendants Zinpro 

Corporation and Impact Labs) 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Defendants’ intentional, reckless and extreme conduct foreclosed any opportunity to 

adequately measure the level of risk related to Defendant’s 360Lean product.  By withholding 

information of known design and manufacturing defects and concealing those potentially health 

hazard problems, Defendants created a false sense of security regarding the safety of the 

supplement in question, 360Lean.  

Defendants’ conduct of intentional omission, concealment and failure to warn of the design 

and manufacturing defects caused Plaintiff to suffer injuries, harm and economic loss as alleged 

herein, including permanent and substantial injuries to his mental health, permanent and 

substantial injuries to his profession, economic losses, and expenses attributable to Defendants’ 

conduct. 

VII. RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR AND AGENCY 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

All Defendants named herein are responsible for the actions of their sales representatives 

and employees under the doctrine of respondeat superior.  

Specifically, the sales representatives or Defendants employees and/or agents who were 

acting in the scope of their employment when representations were communicated to Plaintiff that 

were false, misleading, and fraudulent. 

The initial contact and relationship of the sales representatives with Plaintiff was in 

furtherance of the business of Defendants.  

The wrongful acts of the sales representatives were committed in the actual or apparent 

course and scope of the sales representatives employment or agency with Zinpro Corporation, 

Impact Labs, and/or Vitamin Shack and Shakes. 
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The wrongful acts were committed while the sales representatives were doing what their 

employment or agency contemplated 

Under the doctrine of respondeat superior, Zinpro Corporation, Impact Labs, and Vitamin 

Shake and Shakes are responsible for the negligent, reckless and intentional actions of its servants, 

sales representatives, that were committed in the actual or apparent scope of their duties. 

As a direct and proximate cause of the foregoing, Plaintiff has suffered damages.  

VIII. SINGLE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE LIABILITY 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Pleading further and in the alternative, if necessary, Plaintiff asserts that Defendants Zinpro 

Corporation and Impact Labs are liable for the causes of action asserted herein on the basis of their 

relationship with one another and/or the single business enterprise theory as they operated a single 

business enterprise.  

On information and belief, they maintained common officers, common employees, 

common offices, common mailing addresses, centralized accounting, and/or a common business 

name.  Additionally, these named Defendants have unclear profit allocations, common contact 

information, services rendered by employees of one entity for another entity, and payment of 

wages by one entity for another entity’s employees. 

As a result, they should be regarded as the same entity for liability purposes as the resources 

have been integrated to achieve a common business purpose. 

IX. JOINT ENTERPRISE AND/OR JOINT VENTURE 

Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above as if the same were fully 

set forth herein. 

Pleading further and in the alternative, if necessary, Plaintiff alleges the Defendants Zinpro 

Corporation and Impact Labs were engaged in a joint enterprise and/or joint venture: there existed 

between all or a combination: (1) an agreement, express or implied, among the members of the 

group; (2) a common purpose to be carried out by the group; (3) a community of pecuniary interest; 

(4) an equal right to a voice in the direction of the enterprise. 

As a result, the above referenced Defendants Zinpro Corporation and Impact Labs are 

liable to Plaintiff for the acts and omissions causing the Plaintiff’s damages. 
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X. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

Pursuant to Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 54, Plaintiff alleges generally that all conditions 

precedent to recovery have occurred or have been performed. 

XI. RULE 193.7 NOTICE 

Pursuant to Rule 193.7 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff hereby gives actual 

notice to Defendants that any and all documents produced by Defendants may be used against 

Defendants at any pre-trial proceeding and/or at the trial of this matter without the necessity of 

authenticating the documents. 

XII. DAMAGES 

As stated, Plaintiff’s injuries are extensive.  The Plaintiff in this case seeks damages for 

cutting short Plaintiff’s UFC career and exposing Plaintiff to a dangerous non-FDA approved drug.  

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing events, Plaintiff has suffered damages in the past 

and, in reasonable probability, will continue to suffer damages in the future, including mental 

anguish, loss of wages and loss of earning capacity, and future medical care, all for which Plaintiff 

seeks recovery herein. 

XIII. EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 

Plaintiff seeks to recover exemplary damages against all Defendants based on their gross 

negligence in causing the incident and resulting injuries and damages made the basis of this suit.  

XIV. PRAYER 

For these reasons, Plaintiff asks that Defendants be cited to appear and answer, and that 

they have judgment against Defendants for the following: 

a. Actual damages for pain and suffering, mental anguish, loss of earning capacity, and loss 

of services, within the jurisdictional limits of this Court but for not less than $1,000,000.00; 

b. Exemplary damages; 

c. Court costs; 

d. Pre and post judgment interest; and 

e. All other relief to which the Plaintiff is justly entitled. 
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Respectfully Submitted,    

      THE TESTA LAW GROUP 

                  

       

       

      BY:        

       NICHOLAS J. TESTA  

       SBN: 24086845 (TX.) 

       SBN: 37327 (LA.) 

       SBN: 1008096 (FL.) 

       2001 S VOSS, SUITE 521 

       HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057 

       877.780.9052 TOLL-FREE  

       832.779.8470 FAX  

       TESTA@TESTALAWGROUP.COM 
    ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF CARLOS DIEGO FERREIRA NEVES 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned attorney certifies that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing 

document has been forwarded to all counsel of record as listed below by e-filing, hand delivery, 

regular mail, by certified mail, return receipt requested, and/or by facsimile transmission, on this 

12th day of July, 2018. 

kenneth@kvmlawfirm.com  

KVM Law Firm, PLLC 

5206 FM 1960 W., Suite #105 

Houston, TX 77069 

 

ja.saenz@rcclaw.com 

aw.colvin@rcclaw.com 

Colvin, Saenz, Rodriguez & Kennamer LLP  

P.O. Box 2155 

1201 East Van Buren Street 

Brownsville, TX 78522 

 

Respectfully Submitted,    

      THE TESTA LAW GROUP 

                  

       

       

      BY:        

       NICHOLAS J. TESTA  

       SBN: 24086845 (TX.) 

       SBN: 37327 (LA.) 

       SBN: 1008096 (FL.) 

       2001 S VOSS, SUITE 521 

       HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057 

       877.780.9052 TOLL-FREE  

       832.779.8470 FAX  

       TESTA@TESTALAWGROUP.COM 
    ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF CARLOS DIEGO FERREIRA NEVES 
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